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Abstract
Objective To describe ophthalmic, functional, structural, and genetical characteristics
of progressive retinal atrophy (PRA) in the polski owczarek nizinny (PON) breed of
dog.
Animals studied clinically Client-owned PON dogs (n = 82) from Sweden.
Procedures Routine examination for presumed inherited eye disease was performed in
all dogs. Bilateral full-field electroretinography (ERG) was performed in 11 affected
and 4 control dogs. Eyes from one affected dog were studied with light microscopy.
DNA samples from 34 Swedish and 30 PON dogs collected by Michigan State University (MSU) were tested for the mutations causing the rcd4 and prcd forms of PRA.
Results Sixteen of the eighty-two Swedish dogs were diagnosed with PRA. Slight vascular attenuation, first seen at 4.5 years of age, preceded changes in tapetal reflectivity.
The initial ERG changes in affected dogs showed markedly diminished rod responses,
while cone responses were barely affected. Eventually, cone responses were also
reduced. Retinal morphology showed approximately a 50% reduction of photoreceptor
nuclei in the outer nuclear layer. Fourteen of fifteen PRA-affected Swedish dogs and
eighteen of twenty of the MSU PRA-affected dogs tested genetically were positive for
the rcd4 mutation. All tested dogs were negative for the mutation causing prcd-PRA.
Conclusions PRA of PON dogs is a late-onset degenerative disease with slow progression. There is early loss of rod function, while the cone system deteriorates later. The
rcd4 mutation in the C2ORF71 gene was associated with the majority of the PRA
cases tested. The possibility of additional forms of PRA in the breed cannot be
excluded.
Key Words: electroretinography, genetics, morphology, Polski owczarek nizinny dog,
progressive retinal atrophy, rcd4

INTRODUCTION

The polski owczarek nizinny (PON) is a native Polish dog
breed, also known as the Polish lowland sheepdog. Its origin can be traced back to the 16th century, and the breed
is related to central European sheep dogs.1 Hereditary eye
conditions recorded in the breed include ceroid lipofuscinosis and cataracts.1,2 The number of dogs in the breed is
small, with, for example, a total of 575 PON dogs
© 2015 American College of Veterinary Ophthalmologists

registered in the Swedish kennelclub between years 2000
and 2012 and with 437 registered PON dogs in Poland
2012 (the Polish kennelclub, 2015).3 The small number of
individuals makes the population vulnerable to hereditary
diseases. In 2010, two related PON dogs in Sweden were
diagnosed with a bilateral retinal dystrophy, ophthalmoscopically resembling progressive retinal atrophy (PRA).
Cases have also been observed in Finland, Poland, Belgium, and the USA.
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PRA is a comprehensive term for several different types
of hereditary defects primarily affecting the photoreceptors. In the majority of forms, the rod photoreceptors are
initially affected leading to loss of night vision. As the disease progresses, cone vision deteriorates as well, resulting
in impairment of vision in daylight and eventually complete blindness.4
PRA has been described in more than 100 different
breeds of dog.4 The clinical presentation, age of onset,
and rate of progression vary between the different
breeds. There may also be phenotypic variability between
breeds carrying the same causative mutation and within a
breed carrying the same mutation.5,6 In some instances,
more than one form of PRA may be segregating within
the same breed.7–9 Many of the canine PRAs are autosomal recessively inherited, but X-linked forms and one
autosomal dominant form have also been reported.10–12
At least 24 mutations in 18 genes have been associated
with canine retinal disease.6 Typically, the association
between the gene mutation and the development of PRA
is straightforward, with most being fully penetrant,
although occasionally the situation may appear to be
more complex.13–16
DNA-based tests are now available for several forms of
PRA,17 but the gene mutations underlying PRA in several
dog breeds are still unknown. Because of genetic heterogeneity and the possibility of more than one form of PRA
segregating within a breed, ophthalmic examinations of
animals intended for breeding are very important, even in
breeds where a DNA-based test for PRA is available.
The dog is considered an important animal model for
the human equivalent of PRA, retinitis pigmentosa (RP).
RP is a leading cause of inherited blindness in people,
with an incidence of ~1 in 4000 people.18 The clinical
characterization of specific forms of PRA is important to
obtain reliable models for translational research.13
The present report describes the phenotypic characteristics of a form of PRA in PON dogs and investigates the
association with known PRA-causing gene mutations.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
The selection criteria for the animals studied in Sweden
were pure-breed PON dogs registered in the Swedish kennelclub and that the dogs were 2 years of age or more,
with the exception of one 1.2-year-old dog with two
affected parents. Eighty-two (43 female and 39 male) privately owned Swedish PON dogs were included in the
study and examined between December 2010 and May
2013. The dogs ranged in age from 1.2 to 14 years with a
median age of 8 years. All dogs were identifiable by
microchip, and the pedigrees were obtained from the
Swedish kennelclub. Informed consent was received from
all dog owners, and the study was approved by the regional ethical committee.

Thirty additional PON dogs from which blood samples
were submitted to Michigan State University were genotyped in this study. These samples were obtained from the
United States (N = 15), Finland (N = 8), Poland (N = 5),
and Belgium (N = 2). The dog’s phenotypes had been
assessed by a board certified veterinary ophthalmologist or
an eye scheme panelist. The group of 30 dogs contained
20 affected dogs and 10 control dogs. Control dogs were
included if they were 9 years or older and had a normal
ophthalmic examination.

Clinical examination
All dogs examined in Sweden underwent a standard ophthalmic examination by the last author (KN), who is board
certified by the ECVO. The examination included evaluation of the pupillary light reflexes (PLRs), menace
responses, blink reflexes as well as subjective testing of the
ability to follow falling cotton balls in bright light and
dim light conditions. The pupils were then dilated with
topical tropicamide (Mydriacylâ 0.5%, S.A. Alcon-Couvreur N.V., Puurs, Belgium), and a complete ophthalmic
examination by slitlamp biomicroscopy (PSL Classic portable slitlamp, Keeler Instruments Inc, Broomal, UK) and
indirect ophthalmoscopy (Omega 500 Binocular indirect
ophthalmoscope, Heine Technology, Herrsching, Germany) was performed. In some of the dogs, fundus photographs were obtained (ClearViewâ optical imaging
system, Eickemeyer, Tuttlingen, Germany).
Electroretinography
Bilateral full-field flash electroretinography (ERG) was
performed in 15 of the dogs. Four of them were funduscopically normal dogs 8 years or older, and 10 of the
dogs had fundus changes suggestive of PRA. One 1.2year-old dog had no clinical or funduscopical changes but
was the offspring of two affected parents. The ERG was
repeated in two of the affected dogs after 6 and
24 months, respectively.
The dogs were prepared for the ERG sessions in room
light. Bright sunlight was avoided for a minimum of 2 h
prior to the procedure. Topical tropicamide eye-drops
0.5% was installed to ensure maximum dilation of the
pupil. The dogs were deeply sedated with a combination
of dexmedetomidine 100–300 lg/m2 (Dexdomitorâ; Orion
Corporation, Esbo, Finland ) and butorphanol 0.2 mg/kg
(Dolorexâ; Intervet International BV, Boxmeer, Netherlands). Heart, respiratory rate, and temperature were closely monitored during the session. Oxygen was delivered
flow by at a rate of 2 l/min. At the end of the procedure,
the sedation was reversed with atipamezole 500–1500 lg/
m2 (Antisedanâ, Orion Corporation).
Each dog was placed in sternal recumbency, and the
head was stabilized using an inflatable cushion. Topical
anesthesia (oxibuprokain 0.4%, Oxibuprokain Chauvinâ;
Chauvin Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Kingston-upon-Thames,
UK) was used, and a lid speculum was inserted to keep
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the eyelids open and the third eyelid retracted not to
interfere with light exposure of the pupil. The active electrode (ERG-Jet, Fabrinal SA, La Chaux-de -Fonds, Switzerland) was placed on the cornea using 2%
methylcellulose (Methocelâ; OmniVision AG, Neuhausen,
Germany) as a coupling agent. Platinum subdermal needles (Model E2, Grass Technologies, Warvick, USA) were
used as reference and ground electrodes. The reference
electrode was placed close to the base of the ear, approximately 3 cm from the lateral canthus of the eye, and the
ground electrode was placed on the occipital crest.
A portable mini Ganzfield ERG unit (HMsERG model
1000, RetVet Corp, Columbia, MO, USA) was used for
scotopic and photopic ERGs in accordance with the Dog
Diagnostic Protocol, as recommended by the European
College of Veterinary Ophthalmologists (ECVO) for functional testing of the rod and cone systems.19 The ERG
responses to white light at 0.01 cd s/m2 were recorded
every 4 min during 20 min of dark adaptation, followed
by responses to 3 cd s/m2 scotopic standard light intensity
and 10 cd s/m2 scotopic high-intensity flashes. After
10 min of light adaptation to a background luminance of
30 cd/m2, photopic responses to 3 cd s/m2 photopic single flash was recorded followed by 30-Hz photopic flicker
using 3 cd s/m2.
The recordings were transferred to a computer for storage and analysis. The ERGs were evaluated, and the
amplitudes and implicit times of the a- and b-waves were
measured as previously described.20
Analysis of statistical data was performed using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U-test (MINITAB version 16.0,
Minitab Ltd, Coventry, UK).

Morphology
Upon the owner’s request due to unrelated medical problems, one 5-year-old PON dog was euthanized and the eyes
made available for this study. Euthanasia was performed by
intravenous infusion of a combination of pentobarbitone and
phenytoin (Beuthanasia-D-Special, Shering Plough Animal
Health, Omaha, Neb.). Eyes were enucleated immediately
after death and the posterior segment of each eye fixed in 2.5
% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH
7.2. Following fixation, the eyecups were dissected to obtain
2 9 3 mm pieces from the central part of the fundus, temporal to the optic nerve head (the area centralis-like region),
superior mid-periphery and periphery, and inferior midperiphery and periphery. The samples were washed in
0.17 M sodium cacodylate, pH7.4, followed by secondary
fixation in 1% osmium tetroxide. Subsequently, the samples
were dehydrated via sequential incubation in increasing concentrations of acetone and embedded in epoxy resin. Onemicron-thick sections were mounted on glass slides, stained
with toluidine blue, and examined by light microscopy using
a Zeiss Axiophot microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy Gmbh,
Jena, Germany).

DNA testing
Blood samples were collected from 34 dogs (15 clinically
affected and 19 normal), and genomic DNA was
extracted from peripheral blood leukocytes using QIAamp
DNA Blood Midi Kit on a QIAsymphony SP/AS instrument (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Additional DNA samples from 30 PON dogs (20 clinically affected and 10
normal) submitted to and processed at Michigan State
University were also utilized for the DNA testing. Preliminary unpublished studies on the MSU samples had
shown an association with the previously reported mutation in the canine equivalent of C2ORF71 (chromosome
2 open reading frame 71: the canine homolog is on
canine chromosome 17 and referred to as c17h2orf71).21
Therefore, dogs were tested for this mutation as well as
the prcd mutation which has been described across multiple breeds of dog.17
To screen for the rcd4 mutation, a one base-pair
insertion in c17h2orf71, about 50 ng of genomic DNA
was used to PCR amplify a fragment of 670/671 basepairs encompassing the duplication site (forward primer
50 -CACACATGTGGACAGCACAG-30 and reverse primer 50 -AAGCGGTCCTTCTGATGAAA-30 designed
using Primer3 (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/)). To
aid in the amplification of the PCR product in this
GC-rich region, betaine (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO,
USA) was added to the PCR to a final concentration
of 1 M and the following thermal program was used:
98 °C for 30 s followed by 10 cycles of 98 °C for 10 s
and 65 °C for 1 min, then 65 °C for 5 min and 50
cycles of 95 °C for 1 min, 65 °C for 2 min and 72 °C
for 3 min, and a final extension step of 72 °C for
5 min.22 PCR products were purified by standard ethanol precipitation and Sanger sequenced using the PCR
primers on an ABI 3730 Genetic Analyzer (Applied
Biosystems, Inc, Foster City, CA, USA) at Michigan
State University’s Research Technology Support
Facility.
To test for the mutation causing prcd-PRA,23 genomic
DNA was used in a real-time PCR assay (Custom TaqManâ Assay, Applied BiosystemsTM) with a forward (50 CCTTTCTCCTGCAGACTCTGT-30 ) and a reverse
(50 -CCAAGGTGCTGAGTAGGAAGAG-30 ) amplification primer and two allele-specific fluorescent labeled
and
probes
(VIC-50 -TGAGCCATGTGCACCAC-30
0
FAM-5 -TGAGCCATGTACACCAC-30 ). Following the
manufacturer’s instructions, about 100 ng genomic DNA
was mixed with 1 ll Custom TaqManâ Assay, 10 ll
TaqMan Genotyping Master Mix (Applied BiosystemsTM), and water to a final reaction volume of 20 ll.
The PCR was performed on a StepOnePlus TM RealTime PCR system (Applied BiosystemsTM) using the
thermal program: 62 °C for 30 s, 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s, and 62 °C for
1 min.
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RESULTS

Sixteen of the eighty-two Swedish PON dogs (10 females
and 6 males) were suspected upon ophthalmoscopic examination or ERG to be affected by PRA. The age of the
affected dogs ranged from 1.2 to 11.5 years with a median
of 7.5 years. None of the examined dogs under the age of
4.5 had funduscopic evidence of the retinal degeneration.
All funduscopic changes were bilaterally symmetrical.
Based on clinical signs, severity of funduscopic changes,
and ERG results, the dogs were divided into three groups
(Table 1).
Group A included dogs with early or no funduscopic
changes. These dogs showed no obvious visual impairment. However ‘fear of the dark’ was reported by several
of the owners of these animals. PLRs were considered to
be either normal or slow and incomplete. The tapetum of
these dogs appeared normal in color and reflectivity, but a
slight generalized vascular attenuation, most obvious in
the peripheral fundus, was observed, and in a few cases,
very mild peripheral tapetal hyporeflectivity was noted
(Fig. 1c).
This group also included a 1.2-year-old dog (dog #7)
whose parents (dog #3 and dog #6) had been diagnosed
with PRA. This dog showed no behavioral or funduscopic
abnormalities at the age studied; however, the dog was
diagnosed using ERG (Table 3).

Group B included dogs with moderately advanced
funduscopic changes. The majority of these dogs did not
show vision problems in daylight, but had apparent
difficulties in seeing falling cotton balls in dim light
conditions. PLRs were similar to those observed in
group A.
The fundi of the dogs in group B showed moderate
generalized vascular attenuation, slight tapetal hyporeflectivity in the peripheral fundus, and in some cases slight
tapetal hyperreflectivity in the mid-peripheral fundus
(Fig. 1d).
Group C included dogs with signs of end-stage retinal
atrophy. These dogs were clinically blind (dog #14–15) or
had clinically apparent vision problems (dog #16), showing
difficulty in tracking falling cotton balls and negotiating
unknown surroundings. They had dilated pupils and slow,
incomplete PLRs. The fundi had generalized tapetal hyperreflectivity and marked vascular attenuation. The nontapetal fundi of these dogs only showed mild changes in
appearance such as some pigment mottling and depigmentation.
Five of the affected dogs had various forms of cataracts.
Anterior cortical cataracts as well as posterior polar cataracts were found. These were all minimal in size and considered to have little or no influence on vision. Cataracts
of various forms were also observed in 20 of the examined
dogs with no fundus changes.

Table 1. Age at clinical diagnosis and re-examination of affected animals as well as genotype regarding the rcd4 mutation in the C2ORF7 gene.
Group A includes dogs with early or no (dog #7) funduscopic changes, group B moderately advanced, and group C advanced retinal atrophy. All
dogs included in the table were examined by the last author (KN). The allele with the mutation is represented by  and + represents the wildtype allele
Dog number

Sex

Group A early funduscopic changes
#1
#2
#3
#4*
#5
#6
#7
Group B moderate funduscopic changes

f
f
m
m
m
f
f

#8
#9
#10
#11
#12
#13
Group C severe funduscopic changes

f
f
f
m
f
f

#14
#15
#16

f
m
m

Age at diagnosis (years)
Age range 1.2–7
Median 5
7
5
6.5
5
4.5
4.5
1.2
Age range 6–11.5
Median 9
11.5
9
9
8
11
6
Age range 7.5–11.5
Median 10
11.5
7.5
10

Age at re-examination
(years)

7.5, 8, 9
5.5
7.5, 8
6.5, 8

11, 12

Age at ERG
(years)

7
5
6.5
5
4.5
4.5
1.2

Age at repeated
ERG (years)

Genotype
C2orf7

9
5.5

/
/
/
unknown
+/
/
/

6

/
/
/
/
/
/

10

/
/
/

9
9

(f) female, (m) male, (*) morphology of the eyes is available.
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Figure 1. Ophthalmoscopic appearance of the
central (a) and peripheral (b) areas of a PON with
a normal appearing fundus. In (c) the peripheral
fundus of a dog from group A, dog #2, with an
early stage of PRA is shown. Discreet vascular
attenuation as well as slight hyporeflectivity in the
tapetal part of the peripheral fundus is observed.
(d) depicts the fundus of an 8-year-old PON dog
with a more advanced retinal dystrophy, similar
to an advanced case from group B. There is
marked vascular attenuation, tapetal
hyperreflectivity, and peripheral thinning of the
retina, letting the contours of the underlying
choroidal vessels show in a diffuse striated
pattern. This dog represents an early case but is
otherwise not included in this study. The pictures
were obtained using a ClearView â fundus
camera (ClearViewâ optical systems, Eickemeyer,
Germany).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Electroretinography
ERG was performed in 15 animals, 4 of which were normal control dogs. The ERG recordings of the group of 11
PONs with a tentative diagnosis of PRA showed severely
reduced rod responses (lack of amplitude increase during
dark adaptation and markedly reduced or absent amplitudes to low-intensity flashes). This was in contrast to the
results observed in 4 of the dogs over 8 years of age with
normal fundus appearances (Table 1, Figs 2, 3), which
demonstrated normal ERGs. Further, results of scotopic
standard and high-intensity light stimulation in group A
dogs showed markedly reduced a- and b-wave amplitudes
although implicit times for the b-waves were not significantly changed (Table 2). Photopic responses were not
significantly changed in group A, except for the 30-Hz
flicker. Both scotopic and photopic ERG amplitudes of
group B dogs were lower than those of the group A dogs.
The ERG of one dog from group C (dog #16) was nonrecordable. For dog #7, the 1.2-year-old dog with a normal
appearing fundus, all scotopic responses were reduced,
while photopic responses were within normal limits,
except for the 30-Hz flicker amplitudes which were
reduced (Table 3).
Clinical progression of the disease
Four dogs from group A and one from group B were
re-examined between 0.5 and 3 years after the original
examination (Table 1). ERG recordings were repeated in

two dogs to study progression of retinal functional
changes.
Dog #2 was re-examined after 6 months, at 5.5 years of
age. Clinical presentation was similar to that of the first
visit, and the owners had not noticed any changes in visual
behavior. Funduscopic examination at the initial presentation revealed a slight vascular attenuation as well as a mild
peripheral tapetal hyporeflectivity (Fig. 1c). At the recheck, an increase in the degree of peripheral tapetal hyporeflectivity as well as slight tapetal hyperreflectivity in
the mid-peripheral fundus was noted. No significant differences in amplitudes or implicit times (P = 0.3) had
developed between the first and second ERG sessions performed 6 months apart.
Dog #1 was re-examined 3 times over the course of
2 years. Initially, a slight vascular attenuation was
observed with little or no changes in reflectivity of the
tapetal fundus. Slight peripheral tapetal hyporeflectivity
and central tapetal hyperreflectivity developed very slowly.
The dog was still clinically visual in bright light after
2 years, at 9 years of age, but had obvious problems in
dim light. For dog #1, the ERG was repeated after
2 years. At the first ERG session, the scotopic and mixed
responses to standard light intensity were nonrecordable,
and the mixed response to scotopic high-intensity light
was reduced. These changes were also apparent at the second session and there was a further significant reduction
(P = 0.03) in the a- and b-wave amplitudes in response to
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Table 2. ERG amplitude and implicit time for normal and affected (groups A and B) PON dogs. Median, 5th and 95th percentiles are given
for ERG a- and b-wave amplitudes in microvolt and implicit time in milliseconds for normal and affected (groups A and B) PON dogs. Scotopic
ERGs consisted of scotopic low-intensity responses (S: 0.01 cd s/m2), which were elicited 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 min after dark adaptation designated: S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5; scotopic standard intensity responses, Ssd: 3 cd s/m2; and scotopic higher intensity responses, Sh: 10 cd s/m2.
Photopic ERGs consisted of a photopic single flash response: Psd, and 30-Hz flicker responses: Pfl, using 3 cd s/m2 for both, after at least
10 min of light adaptation using 30 cd/m2 of background light
Normal
Response

Wave

Amplitude (lV)
S1
b
S2
b
S3
b
S4
b
S5
b
Ssd
a
b
Sh
a
b
Psd
a
b
Pfl
b
Implicit time (ms)
S1
b
S2
b
S3
b
S4
b
S5
b
Ssd
a
b
Sh
a
b
Psd
a
b
Pfl
b

Affected A

Median

5th

95th

Median

30.1
42.1
60.6
75.7
75.2
36.9
192.7
52.1
192.2
6.14
28.8
18.7

19.6
28.9
41.6
42.9
53.7
24.8
11.6
32.2
121.7
2.6
17.9
12.9

74.1
58.6
76.8
82.9
124.0
82.1
199.5
100.1
202.4
8.1
41.0
36.9

2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
14.3
16.1
6.1
182.6
9.1
193.5
2.2*
17.5
10.0

65.5
78.0
85.4
81.6
84.4
15.8
35.5
15.8
48.8
11.9
29.6
23.2

57.4
69.5
67.5
73.2
73.4
13.8
30.9
13.1
26.8
11.4
24.6
22.5

73.3
86.0
91.5
85.8
88.2
17.5
60.8
18.0
63.8
12.4
35.6
27.6

54.6
49.6
63.7
61.3
69.8
16.9
59.1
16.4
56.2
12†
39.0
28.5

Affected B
5th

2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
8.9
2.2*
2.2*
3.4
50.9
47.0
50.6
57.6
52.6
14.8
39.8
15.5
35.7
n.a.
29.8
24.0

95th

Sign

Median

5th

95th

Sign

16.5
17.5
19.2
39.8
62.6
52.7
218.5
48.4
222.2
4.7
41.4
20.4

>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
10.7
2.2*
14.9
2.2*
5.9
2.2*

2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*

2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
2.2*
48.5
8.2
54.5
2.2*
16.7
2.2*

>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
22.4†
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

58.4
55.4
73.7
74.0
80.5
18.5
70.5
19.0
79.8
n.a.
49.0
34.7

>0.05

>0.05
>0.05

n.a.

*For amplitudes of less than 5 lV, the numerical value of 2.24 was used and no implicit time could be assessed (n.a.)
†n = 1; n.a. = not assessed; statistical analysis of the data was performed using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U-test (MINITAB version 16.0)
between the normal groups compared to the affected groups A and B, respectively.

the scotopic high light flash as well as the photopic
responses to 3 cd s/m2 and the 30-Hz photopic flicker
responses (data not shown).
Dog #3 was re-examined after 1 and 1.5 years. It still
only had slight vascular attenuation and no apparent
changes in fundus color or reflectivity at re-examination
after 1.5 years, at 8 years of age. The dog’s ability to see
falling cotton balls in dim conditions was considered
reduced compared to the initial presentation, and the
owner described that the dog had increased anxiety in
dark surroundings.
Dog #5, which tested heterozygous for the rcd4 mutation, was re-examined after 2 and 3.5 years. At the initial
presentation, the owner had noted insecurity in dark surroundings. The fundus appeared normal in color and
reflectivity although vascular attenuation was noted. The
dog had gradually developed clinical visual problems, with
difficulty negotiating unknown surroundings as well as an
inability to track falling cotton balls in both light and dim
conditions at 8 years of age. The PLRs and the menace

responses were markedly affected. The funduscopic
appearance had not altered significantly from the initial
presentation apart from more marked vascular attenuation.
Dog #9 from group B was re-examined after 2 and
3 years. After 2 years, more advanced vascular attenuation
and reflectivity changes bordering on end-stage retinal
atrophy were observed. The dog was not able to follow
falling cotton balls, although the owner reported no obvious visual problems in daylight conditions. At re-examination after 3 years, at 12 years of age, the dog appeared
blind with widely dilated pupils, slow and incomplete
PLRs, and severe end-stage retinal atrophy as well as
incipient bilateral posterior cortical cataracts. Dog #16
was not re-examined, but the owner reported that the dog
had become blind at 12 years of age.

Morphology
Light microscopy was performed on retinal sections from
dog #4, a 5-year-old dog with only slight funduscopic
changes indicative of early-stage retinal dystrophy. Prior
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Table 3. Clinical results from three specific PON dogs affected with PRA. Scotopic ERGs calculated and shown consisted of scotopic lowintensity responses 0.01 cd s/m2, elicited at 20 min of dark adaptation (rod response), and scotopic standard intensity responses, using 3 cd s/m2.
Photopic ERGs consisted of a photopic single flash (cone) response using 3 cd s/m2 after 10 min of light adaptation, using 30 cd/m2 of background light

Dog number
Age in years

Specific
information

#7
1.2

Offspring of
two affected
parents

#4
5

#5
4.5

Light
microscopy
of eye
available

Heterozygote
for the rcd4
mutation

Clinical presentation

ERG response

No visual
impairment
Normal
ophthalmoscopic
examination
Visual impairment
suspected
Slightly attenuated
retinal vessels but
no change in color
or reflectivity by
ophthalmoscopy
Visual impairment
in darkness,
aggravating over
time
Attenuated retinal
vessels, aggravating
over time. No
obvious changes in
color or reflectivity
by ophthalmoscopy

Dark-adapted rod
Mixed
Light-adapted cone
Dark-adapted rod
Mixed
Light-adapted cone

Dark-adapted rod
Mixed
Light-adapted cone

to euthanasia, there was bilateral general superficial retinal
vascular attenuation but no detectable tapetal color or
reflectivity changes. The ERG examination revealed
reduced rod responses during dark adaptation, and the
scotopic mixed rod–cone responses and cone only
responses were slightly reduced (Tables 1, 3). Light
microscopy of all examined retinal locations revealed normal retinal morphology except for changes in the photoreceptor cell layers. There was a reduction in the outer
nuclear cell layer (Fig. 4), for example, with instead of the
10–11 rows of photoreceptor nuclei normally present in
the central dog retina,24 there were only 6–7 nuclei. Furthermore, photoreceptor inner and outer segments
appeared to be not so tightly packed as in the normal dog
retina (Fig. 4). No changes in the retinal pigment epithelium or in the inner retina were detectable by light
microscopy.

Pedigree
Parts of pedigrees from two different families are shown
in Fig. 5. Both males and females were affected. Two phenotypically unaffected parental animals produced an
affected offspring, as did two affected parents.
Genetic testing
Sanger sequencing of the region of c17h2orf71 known to
be mutated in rcd4 showed that 14 of 15 affected PONs

ERG
wave

ERG
Amplitude (lV)

ERG control group
Amplitude (lV)
Median, 5th and 95th
percentiles

b-wave
a-wave
b-wave
a-wave
b-wave
b-wave
a-wave
b-wave
a-wave
b-wave

24
7
198
2
38
62
51
169
4
29

75.2
36.9
192.7
6.14
28.8
75.2
36.9
192.7
6.14
28.8

53.7
24.8
11.6
2.6
17.9
53.7
24.8
11.6
2.6
17.9

124
82.1
199.5
8.1
41.1
124
82.1
199.5
8.1
41.1

b-wave
a-wave
b-wave
a-wave
b-wave

16
41
206
6
43

75.2
36.9
192.7
6.14
28.8

53.7
24.8
11.6
2.6
17.9

124
82.1
199.5
8.1
41.1

from Sweden that were genetically tested were homozygous for the rcd4-associated one base-pair duplication
(Table 1). The phenotype of the affected dog #5, which
tested heterozygote, has been described above. Clinically
normal dogs were either heterozygous or homozygous for
the wild-type allele (Fig. 6). Of the PON DNA samples
collected at MSU from dogs diagnosed with PRA and
their relatives, 18 of 20 PRA-diagnosed PONs were
homozygous for the insertion. The two affected dogs that
were not were one 8-year-old American dog with clinical
visual problems in dark surroundings and one 10.5-yearold Polish dog with no obvious clinical visual problems
but with funduscopic changes suggestive of PRA. None of
the unaffected dogs were homozygous for the insertion.
Using a real-time PCR assay, 15 clinically affected and
19 nonaffected dogs were tested for the prcd-PRA mutation. All of the dogs tested were homozygous for the wildtype allele.
DISCUSSION

Progressive retinal atrophy identified in PON dogs in this
study is a late-onset slowly progressive form of PRA. The
first ophthalmoscopic sign of disease was a slight retinal
vascular attenuation, most easily observed in the peripheral fundus and without any preceding changes in reflectivity of the tapetal fundus. Fundus changes were not
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2. ERG readings, using the methods previously described, are shown from a 5-year-old PON dog with PRA, similar to group B, and an
8-year-old dog of the same breed with normal fundus. Black curves represent the affected dog and red curves show readings from the normal
dog. The dark-adapted, mainly rod-driven responses to low-intensity light stimuli are shown in (a). The affected dog has an abnormal, close to
un-recordable response. The dark-adapted response to high-intensity light stimuli with stimulation of both rods and cones is displayed in (b).
The affected dog’s ERG shows no obvious a-wave. In this dog, the b-wave implicit time is prolonged and the amplitude is reduced. The cone
response (after light adaptation) is shown in (c) and is less affected. The light adapted 30-Hz cone flicker is illustrated in (d). The 5-year-old
affected dog represented an early case but is otherwise not included in this study. Note the different scales on the y-bars.
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Figure 3. Boxplot of b-wave amplitudes in normal (n = 5) and PRAaffected (group A, n = 7) PON dogs during dark adaptation. The
responses were elicited by 0.01 cd s/m2 at time points 4, 8, 12, 16,
and 20 min of dark adaption, represented by S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5,
respectively. The boxes represent the middle half of the data, the
whiskers extend to the extreme values, and the lines inside the boxes
represent the medians. Stars * represent outliers.

detected in any of the examined dogs prior to 4.5 years of
age. The owners of several of the affected dogs did report
that the dogs had shown apparent fear of the dark,
although no obvious signs of night blindness. This is consistent with a reduction of rod function, which was also
the first detected ERG abnormality. Reduced rod function, as detected by ERG, is present before fundus
changes develop, as was shown in the one dog with two
affected parents when examined at 1.2 years of age. This
dog had reduced ERG amplitudes but a normal fundus
appearance.

Morphological examination of the retina of a dog with
early-stage disease revealed a reduction in the number of
photoreceptor nuclei rows in the outer nuclear layer. This
dog did have a reduction in rod ERG when tested prior
to euthanasia, suggesting that the affected animals have a
reduction of rod function prior to substantial rod photoreceptor cell loss. The dog was closely related to several
PRA-affected dogs, but unfortunately the genotype of this
dog is unknown.
Slow and incomplete PLRs were noted, even in some of
the early cases. Although the study of PLRs has been proposed as an effective means of investigating retinal disease
processes,25–27 the PLRs in the present study were only
subjectively assessed. To draw more definite conclusions
regarding retinal function from PLR changes, further
studies using research standard pupillography under controlled conditions would be required.28
The progression of the retinal changes in the dogs
monitored appeared to be markedly slow. Repeated ERGs
in two affected dogs showed no detectable differences
after 6 months in dog #2 and a slight reduction in the
remaining cone function in dog #1 after 2 years. The
affected dogs showed slowly progressive changes in reflectivity of the tapetal fundus, starting with slight peripheral
tapetal hyporeflectivity and progressing to hyperreflectivity
over the course of several years. Attenuation of superficial
retinal vasculature, although an early finding, progressed
slowly and preceded the development of tapetal hyperreflectivity. Several of the examined dogs still had some
vision in bright lighting conditions at the age of 10–
11 years, although one dog was blind by 7.5 years of age,
suggesting some individual variability in the progression
of the disease.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Light microscopy sections from the
area centralis of (a) a normal dog and (b) an
affected dog (dog#4). There is a reduction in the
number of photoreceptor cell nuclei in the outer
nuclear cell layer, and the photoreceptor inner
and outer segments appear less tightly packed
than in the normal retina. (Chor) choroidea,
(Tap) tapetum, (RPE) retinal pigment epithelium,
(OS) outer segment, (IS) inner segment, (ONL)
outer nuclear layer, (INL) inner nuclear layer,
(IPL) inner plexiform layer, (GCL) ganglion cell
layer, (NFL) nerve fiber layer.

PRA

(a)

Clinically unaﬀected
Status unknown

female
male

(b)

Figure 5. Partial pedigree of 2 PON dog families (a and b). All dogs
were examined with indirect ophthalmoscopy by the last author (KN)
or by a Nordic veterinary eye panelist. Parental animals assessed as
funduscopically normal were 7 years or older. Complementary data
were obtained from the Swedish kennelclub.3

Secondary cataract is a common complication in several
types of PRA.4 It has been suggested that degenerative
rod outer segments release toxic substances that affect the
lens, thereby contributing to the formation of secondary
cataracts associated with retinal degeneration.29,30 The
expected scenario in advanced PRA in dogs would be a
progressive cataract typically starting in the posterior lens
cortex.31 This type of cataract was only seen in one of the

affected dogs in this study, at a very advanced stage of
retinal atrophy. Minor anterior cortical cataracts as well as
posterior polar cataracts, with no or very little effect on
vision, were found in 5 of the affected dogs. However, cataracts were also observed in 20 of 66 unaffected PON
dogs that were examined and might well represent a separate hereditary disease entity.
Analysis of the limited pedigree was in keeping with an
autosomal recessive mode of inheritance; clinically unaffected dogs produced affected offspring, as did two
affected parents.
In Gordon and Irish setters, a late-onset PRA (rcd4) had
previously been found to be associated with a frame shift
mutation in the canine homolog of C2ORF71 (referred to
as c17h2orf71).21 The rcd4 mutation is a duplication of a C
in exon 1 of the gene. The normal allele has a run of 6 Cs
and the mutant allele 7 Cs (c.3149_3150dupC). The
mutation is predicted to cause a frame shift with altered
coding for 90 amino acids followed by a premature stop
codon, truncating the protein by 171 amino acids (p.C105
1VfsX90, predicted normal full length protein is 1308
amino acids). Mutations in the human homolog of this
gene are reported to be associated with retinitis pigmentosa (the equivalent of PRA).32,33 C2orf71 encodes a cilia
protein localized in photoreceptors. Photoreceptors are
nonmotile ciliated cells, and mutations involving genes
encoding cilia proteins are a common cause of retinal dystrophies with the resulting phenotypes often being termed
ciliopathies.34 We screened fifteen of the Swedish PONs
phenotyped in this study and an additional group of
twenty PONs from the USA and Europe that had been
diagnosed with PRA for the rcd4 mutation and also for
the prcd mutation which segregates in several breeds of
dog.17 Fourteen of the fifteen affected PONs from Sweden
that were genetically tested were homozygous for the rcd4
mutation as were eighteen of twenty PRA-affected PONs
collected by MSU from the USA, Finland, Poland, and
Belgium. None of the dogs tested had the prcd mutation.
This suggests that the rcd4 mutation is associated with the
majority of cases of PRA in the PON breed. The PRAaffected dogs that were not homozygous for this mutation
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(a)

Figure 6. rcd4 mutation in PONs. Sanger
dideoxy-sequencing traces for the region in
c17h2orf71 containing the one base-pair
duplication. The wild-type allele has six
consecutive cytosine bases (a), (b) shows a
heterozygous individual that contains a mutant
and a wild-type allele, and (c) the mutant allele
contains a one base-pair duplication and therefore
has seven cytosine bases. The dotted red box
indicates the site of the in/del.

(b)

(c)

may represent a second, less common form of PRA in the
breed. We do not have access to detailed phenotypic data
from the two MSU dogs in this group. The affected
Swedish dog that was heterozygous for the rcd4 mutation
was closely related to several PRA-affected dogs that were
homozygous for the rcd4 mutation. Its age and clinical
presentation did not markedly differ from the other
affected dogs. Further studies are thus warranted.
In summary, PRA was diagnosed in 16 of 82 privately
owned Swedish PON dogs during a screening period of
2.5 years. Fourteen of these dogs proved to be homozygous for a one base-pair insertion in C17H2orf71, a
mutation previously described as causing the rcd4 form of
late-onset PRA in Gordon Setters and Irish Setters. As in
Gordon and Irish Setters, the disease in PONs also has a
late onset with a slow progression over several years.
Funduscopic changes were first seen in affected PONs
between 4.5 and 6 years of age. The initial signs were subtle with slight vascular attenuation without accompanying
changes in fundus color and/or reflectivity. Not until later
stages did the funduscopic changes resemble those found
in classic PRA. Bilateral complete generalized retinal atrophy with hyperreflectivity, pronounced vascular attenuation, and clinical blindness was observed at the end stage
of the disease. Cataracts were diagnosed in 5 of the
affected dogs, but cataracts were also diagnosed in 20 of
the 66 dogs in the study that were unaffected by PRA and
appeared to represent a separate entity. ERG recordings
showed reduced rod responses as the earliest change, while
cone responses were within normal limits or less affected.
The cone responses seemed to be preserved long term, in
one case up to the age of 9 years. This corresponds to the
clinical findings with reported early ‘fear of the dark’ by
the owners but with no apparent visual problems in daylight until late in the disease. PONs to be used in breeding programs should be screened for the rcd4 mutation
and the possibility of a second form of PRA in the breed
further investigated.
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